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SUMMARY
The study included collecting 100 samples of UTI for women, 

including 20 samples of Escherichia coli bacteria and 10 samples of 

staphylococcus bacteria in Al-Batoul Hospital for the period from 1/7/2020 

to 1/9/2020

The resulte showed positive growth in appropriate culture media.

Maconkey agar, between blood agar, amid Eocin blue methyl solid. Isolates 

were diagnosed using bacteriological and chemical tests. It was found that 

Escherichia coli bacteria were among the main causes of 

inflammation..Urinary tract and vaginal infections. The diagnosis was 

confirmed and a sensitivity tested.

Silver nitrate nanoparticles are manufactured in laboratories 

Department of Physics at the Faculty of Science, Diyala University, the 

minute sizes were at 45. The inhibitory activity of metal nitrate 

nanoparticles Ag was detected alone. The inhibitory activity of silver 

nanoparticles was estimated by the Agar well diffusion method, wherein the 

inhibition diameters. While the silver nanoparticles were recorded at a 

lowest rate inhibition

The molecular docking approach can be used to model the interaction 

between a small molecule and a protein at the atomic level, which allow us 

to characterize the behavior of small molecules in the binding site of target 

proteins as well as to elucidate fundamental biochemical processes. The 

docking process involves two basic steps: prediction of the ligand 

conformation as well as its position and orientation within these sites 

(usually referred to as pose) and assessment of the binding affinity. These 

two steps are related to sampling methods and scoring schemes, 

respectively, which will be discussed in the theory section.
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1.1Introduction
       Escherichia coli is a Gram-negative, facultative anaerobic,

rod-shaped, coliform bacterium of the genus Escherichia that is 

commonly found in the lower intestine of warm-blooded organisms 

(endotherms) Most E.coli strains are harmless, but some serotypes

(Tenaillon et al , 2010).

Some strains of this bacterium acquire virulence genes that give it 

the ability to cause disease.These pathogenic strains are classified as 

dangerous inside and outside the intestine. These pathogenic strains are 

classified as pathogenic Escherichia coli For the intestines that cause 

diarrhea (DEC) Diarrheagenic E. coli, and pathogenic Escherichia coli

ExPEC (Kaper et al., 2014).

Extraintestinal pathogenic E. coli. Each group includes strains of 

diseases that share similar virulence factors and cause similar diseases. 

UpEC belongs to ExPEC and is characterized by its ability to be present 

in the gut without causing disease, but when it is available. Adequate 

conditions infect other parts of the host's body, including the blood and 

nervous system Central and urinary tract, causing a number of serious 

diseases, UPEC bacteria is the main cause For community-acquired 

urinary tract infections (90-80%) (Foxman, 2014).

It is Staphylococci, considered a coexisting bacterium in a large 

percentage of people and is dangerous as it has the ability to infect any 

tissue of the human body and among these diseases, the most important 

of which are sepsis, osteitis, carditis and pneumonia, and constitute 22% 

of the bacteria that cause bloodstream infections and 23% of the bacteria 

Which causes pneumonia, while infections of the skin and soft tissues.
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Constitute 39%. Bacteria infect most sites of the human body, and 

the front openings are the main environmental places for them. Within a 

healthy adult population, 20% are persistent nasal carriers intermittent 

carriers, and 50% noncarriers20% Persistent nasal carriers have an

increased risk of S. aureus infection compared with intermittent carriers 

and noncarriers Higher levels of some antistaphylococcal antibodies were 

observed in persistent carriers than in others, and recently (Basak et al,

2016).

It grows anaerobically compulsively or anaerobically in certain 

conditions, it grows in all agricultural areas, its colonies are colorless in 

the middle of the component, and are not fermented carbohydrates, 

especially lactose sugar, they are colored with bluish green, yellowish 

green and reddish brown pigments in other agricultural media. (Forbes et 

al ,2002)

It grows at a temperature of 37 and resists drought and heat at 50 

degrees for 30 minutes. It is considered one of the types of natural flora 

of the skin and the digestive system as it appears naturally on the skin and 

mucous membranes of the human being (Jawetz et al,2004).

The technique of large-scale particles demonstrated Due to their 

wide physical and chemical properties, realistically studies have shown 

that nanoparticles are You face a problem you are facing a problem 

facing challenges Go back to the use of nanomaterials For new satisfying 

drinks, beverages, beverages, beverages, beverages, beverages, 

beverages, beverages, beverages, beverages, beverages and beverages 

Difficult cells, continuous delivery and inhibition of intracellular 

pathogens and their sterilizing capabilities Antimicrobial mechanisms 

NPs include destruction of cell membranes Enzyme pathways, induction 
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of events in microbial cell wall fabrication, and operation of 

manufacturing pathways Microbial DNA (Galdiero et al.,2011).

Silver nanoparticles are one of the most good antibacterials as 

nanomaterials Inorganic, which makes it included in the composition of 

medicines for treating bacterial diseases and that these Particulate matter 

is one of the factors used for effective treatment of microbes in general, 

and they have both an internal and an external effect, And according to 

the preparation methods used, the size and shape of the silver 

nanoparticles depend on the time, the temperature of the reaction and the 

concentration of the reactants.( Moghimi et al ,2001).

1.2. Aim of study

This study aimes to bactericidal Potential of silver nanoparticales 

synthesized of S.aureus and E.coli

 

 


